
Parameter Identification of inhomogeneous Material from Full-field Measurement using Virtual Fields MethodAnzhi Wang, M.Sc., Univ.-Prof. Dr. sc. techn. Klaus Thiele, apl. Prof. Dr.-Ing Ursula KowalskyTechnische Universität Braunschweig | Institut of Steel Structuresa.wang@stahlbau.tu-braunschweig.de | Telefon +49 (0) 531 391-3335MotivationAccording to statstical studies, around 50% of existing highwaybridges in Germany were planned and built between 1965 and1975. In the view of the ageing and the increasing of trafficvolumen, it is of great importance to assess the residul servicelives of steel bridges under High Cycle Fatigue (HCF).Fig. 1: Age structure of highway bridges in Germany [BASt (2019)]ObjectiveAging due to HCF links to the microplasticity on the surface. Thisphenomenon can be observed with speckle interferometry. Thecrack initialization can be qualitatively determined with themeasured strain concentration and shall be describedquantitatively.For a quantitative description, an inhomogeneous materialparameter field is to be identified from the measurement. Theloading history of the component, the induced damage and thecrack initialization are described with the identified material field.Fig. 2: Full-filed strain measurement under cyclic loading using ESPIFig. 3: Solution strategy for the prediction of crack initiation

MethodThe parameters are identified using the Virtual Fields Method(VFM) [Pierron, Grédiac (2012)], which is a direct inverse methodas an opposition to FE-Aalysis. An FE-Analysis provides thedisplacement fields from a known material field. A VFMidentification, conversely, results in the material field frommeasured displacement fields. In both cases, suitable virtualdisplacement fields (VF) should be selected.Fig. 4: Comparison of the principles of FE-Analysis and VFM-IdentificationResultsFor a homogeneous material field two parameters have to beidentified: the modulus of elasticity and the Poisson's ratio. Twoindependent VFs must than be selected. The identification alsoapplies to measurement data with measurement noise. For aninhomogeneous grain-like material field, a Chebyshev series isused for identification. The identification can return the materialfield quantitatively.
Fig. 5: VFM-Identification from strain field of homogeneous(a) and inhomogeneous(b) material fields
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